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brand architecture

Full-colour logo
The full-colour logo is the main identifier for the Council. It should be used 
wherever possible for all colour-based printed media, such as advertising 
and literature, for electronic media, such as websites and PowerPoint  
presentations and for applications such as as vehicle livery, uniforms and 
signage.

When it is not possible to use the logo in full colour, choose one of the 
approved and appropriate options, illustrated in the following pages.

Prefered Signature



When the Full Colour logo is not visually well suited to the overall design or the specific medium used, the logo may be used 
in one of two acceptable color variations.

Alternate Signatures

White  
This “reversed out” option works well when 
the background color scheme is 50% black 
or darker.



The minimum clear space is designated by the diameter of the inner ring in the BEC logomark. This space
applies all around the signature. The desired clear space area for marketing and advertising materials is the
outer ring of the BEC logomark.

Clear Space

The minimum size for reproducing 
the logo with complete lettering is 
40mm height. To maintain legibility, 
it should not be used smaller than 
this.

Minimun Size

The logo with the acronym “BEC” 
can be used only in instances 
where the object has a surface 
area less than 20mm.

BEC Acronym



BOTSWANA
EXAMINATIONS 

COUNCIL

BOTSWANA
EXAMINATIONS 

COUNCIL





















Advancing learning, 
certifying your future
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